
Our company is hiring for an operations support lead. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for operations support lead

FSL Install Base forecasting (Proactive Forecasting) – partner with our
forecast team, sales and other stakeholders to define a model to estimate
how the Premium FSL install base will look like in the future and support the
development of the forecasting process (forward looking planning) with main
Suppliers
For quarterly S&O LT Offsite meetings, works with S&O Lead and planning
committee to schedule plans and organizes the offsite leadership meeting
Deep understanding of web technologies (HTML5, CSS, Javascript) and
ability to build web & mobile applications based on these skills
Developing your team of 8 for delivering a world class trade partner
experience where we are creating demand and earning trust every day in how
we perform and excel in our career objectives
Responsible for driving the execution of initiatives within your team for
process efficiency gains other key cross-functional areas when needed that
impact the order to cash processes for IBU
Supervise the work of your team in delivering process adherence,
performance, and quality as it pertains to order management execution
Develop and implement key operational concepts and strategies identify
areas of improvement within current order to cash processes that will assist in
increasing overall operational effectiveness, reduce costs and support other
operational initiatives that impact the order to cash process for IBU
Document and communicate points of conflict within the order management
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Lead process reviews that identify areas for improvement and recommend
actions for changes/modifications as they pertain to order management and
impacted process partners
Communicate and coordinate within the Integrated Supply Chain and with
Cross Functional process partners the current process as it pertains to order
management and assist in identifying strategic opportunities

Qualifications for operations support lead

Strong ownership of all within remit
Manchester, NH
Hudson, NH
Chelmsford, MA
Previous Hazard Insurance experience preferred
Operational and financial controls and ensures they meet


